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stion No. f. is compulr.ity.

What is the use of assembly?
How to declare a constant?
Is it necessary to declare a variable?
Give any one form controls method.
How to load a picture in picture box during run time?
Define shadowing
Give any two properties of list box which is useal to
connect to a data base.
Define context menu.
What is a data set?
What is data binding?

Compare select-case with IF-ELSE IF.

OR
Write a note on string functions
Write short notes on data types.
Write a note on conversion functions.

OR

Explain user defined data type.
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Name of lhe Subject :



3 Answer (any three) :

I ,\" 
t (u) Define exception. Explain on structured. exception.

).?f (b) Write a note on user defined functions.

. t4 (c) Write on link label and its properties and events.

ê =q 
f I Discuss on color dialog.

4 -. 4tLThree :

,. ..AI. *,
{ ' -*, (g) Tree node - Discuss. ''.{fl'

r4 m%) Compare - overload and. overriding
u'*^ 

irfr rr", Navigation in d'ata setq'

q ' (a) Adding controls during run time.
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What is an interface? FIow to create it?

Give the method usedjn-data selg to manipulate records.
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_A ,{(u) Write about sig4ificantq q-f- IVIDI application.
t/'aJt;-.t O) Short notes on data'row and data column.
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jlj 6 Any two. : 
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,x N/<^) Write about classes and objects.

AS\ J &) Short notes on module, how to create it?

(c) Create tool bar and discuss on properties, events.
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